AUCTION NOTICE

Subject: **AUCTION OF CULLING ANIMALS.**

Everyone is to be informed that this university is going to auction of Culling Animals through open Auction. In this regard, auction will take place on **15.10.2019 (Tuesday) at 11:00 am at Dairy Animals Training & Research Center, B-Block, Ravi Campus, Pattoki** in the presence of University Auction Committee. These animals can be seen during office hours with consultation of Dr. Muhammad Saadullah, Farm Officer (Mob: 0345-7911841).

_Sd/-_

Prof. Dr. Asim Aslam
Convener.

**Terms and conditions for bidders:-**

1. All bidders will come with original NIC and one photocopy. Photocopy will be received from bidders by the committee.
2. Bid money fixed by the auction committee will be deposited by the bidders to the Secretary Auction Committee before starting of auction process. After auction, bid money will be returned to the bidders except the successful bidder.
3. Successful bidder will deposit the bid money of the approved/highest bid money to the UVAS INCOME ACCOUNT NO. 004227991793003’ HBL, Civil Lines Branch Lahore and Income Tax @ 10% or 15% as per rule through Secretary, University Auction Committee.
4. University employee or their family member will not be participated in the auction.
5. The Convener Auction Committee has the right to cancel the auction without assigning any reason.
6. Successful bidder is bound to pick the material on the same day. After the day of auction in case of any loss, the university administration / auction committee will not be responsible.
7. Mutual discussion and use of telephone will not be allowed during the auction process.

_Sd/-_

(Muhammad Hanif)
Secretary, University Auction Committee